
DJULIEN FERRANTES  -  DJ SET UP
djulien@grossstadtvoegel.de

 

Please note: 

This technical rider is an integral part of the contract. The promoter needs to provide 
following equipement listed below. These has to be provided without costs for the artist. All 
material has to work under well function conditions. Any changes need to be discussed with 
artist. But don´t worry if there are any difficulties in supplying alternates can be arranged.

PA-system:

The artist needs a full ranged soundsystem (preferable 3- or 4-way) adäquat to venue size. 
The system should have enough subbass and headroom and should be able to play all 
frequencys without distortion. 

Monitoring: 

The promoter provides two monitors left and right preferable on stands at head hight of 
the artist. If it´s not possible and you have only wedges please install these so high as you 
can. The monitors must be adjustable directly from the artist. An extra subbass would be 
fine. 

Mixing desk:

Pioneer DJM 900 nexus or DJM 800.
 
The mixing desk has to be full connected with PA- and Monitorsystem with easy and full 
access at backside to connect all stuff. The artist needs 4 free line channels. Please inform
the artist if it´s not possible. We will find a solution. Please no cheap brands like Behringer 
or Phonic.

Space / Set up:

Working area must be free of vibrations and 100cm high. On the right side of mixing desk
the artist needs sufficant space to set up his equipement. This means 60cm wide and 
80cm deep. The artist doesn´t want to set up his stuff on top lids of turntables.

The promoter will provide a laptopstand and a powerbar with 3 free european plugs. 
(240 V). 

The artist will bring: 1x Akai APC 40
                                   1x Mac Book Pro
                                   1x Traktor DJ 8
                                   all cables to connect his stuff with mixing desk

Please read this rider carefully. Many thanks to all and for your understanding.

Best regards DJULIEN FERRANTES
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